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Abstract

In this paper we consider a multinational firm under exchange rate
risk in a multiperiod model. We analyze the impact of exchange rate
uncertainty and the use of currency futures on the risk-averse firm's
decisions about home and foreign production. Without any markets for
hedging an increase in exchange rate risk lowers foreign investments
and output. However, when futures markets exist, the "separation
property" holds. Introducing another source of uncertainty, such as the
interest rate, which is nondiversifiable, affects the production in both
countries, i.e., the separation property does not hold. However, we
show that the adverse effect of the missing financial market (to hedge
against this additional risk) disappears when international borrowing
is available.
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International Production, Investments and

Borrowing with Exchange Rate Risk and

Futures Markets

1 Introduction

In recent years multinational firms became the most important actors in
international trade and international capital movements. Their involvement
in multi-country production has grown significantly and there is evidence
indicating that multinational firms are responsible for a significant share of
foreign direct investments (see, for example, SHAPIRO (1991)).

We shall study the economic behavior of a risk-averse firm producing
in two countries facing random exchange rate and (later) random domestic
interest rate as well. Since capital investments are usually made long before
production takes place and since the allocation of outlays and incomes over
time is important to the firm we shall use a two-period framework although
production takes place in the second period only. We assume, in most parts of
this paper, that the firm finances its capital investments by its own resources
and by borrowing in the domestic capital market. Later we examine the effect
of the availability of international borrowing.

Due to the high volatility of exchange rates in the last two decades each
firm involved in a multi-country production and exports experiences a con-
siderable level of uncertainty regarding its future profit from international
trade and foreign direct investments.1 A risk-averse multinational firm will
respond to exchange rate risks by adjusting its production decisions and by
taking hedging opportunities into account. These considerations have led to

e.g. CUSHMAN (1988), KRUGMAN (1989), FRANKE (1991).



the intensified use of risk sharing markets such as currency futures markets
as well as currency options markets.

Recently there have been many contributions to the theory of exporting
firms under stochastic exchange rates where the effects and the role of hedging
markets have been anylzed.2 One important result of these studies is that in
the presence of currency futures markets the exporting firm will choose its
output as if it were in a position of certainty. Namely, output is determined
regardless of the distribution of the random exchange rate and regardless
of its own attitude towards risk. This property is known as the "separation
property" and was first proved by DANTHINE (1978) for a competitive firm
under price uncertainty.

In this paper we analyze in a two-period model the economic implications
of currency futures markets on a risk-averse firm producing at home and ab-
road and selling abroad. This multinational firm chooses the levels of capital
investments as well as loan contracting before the exchange rate is known.
All these decisions must be made at an earlier stage called date 0. Production
(in both places) takes place in date 1, while the decisions about labor inputs
and contracting in the currency futures market (whenever it exists) are made
at the begining of period 1 before the end-of-period exchange rate becomes
known.

In section 2 we present the model and analyze the effects of exchange rate
uncertainty on production. In section 3 we prove that foreign direct invest-
ment and trade decrease with higher volatility of the exchange rate if risk
sharing markets do not exist. Section 4 deals with international production
decisions in the presence of currency futures markets. It is shown that a Se-
paration theorem holds, i.e., foreign and domestic investment and production
are determined independently of the firm's attitude towards risk and of the
distribution of the random exchange rate. In section 5 we show that if the

2See, for example, BENNINGA, ELDOR and ZlLCHA (1985), ELDOR and ZlLCHA (1987),
BROLL and ZlLCHA (1991).



interest rate is a random variable then the separation property does not hold.
Later, in section 6 we relax the restriction that the firm can borrow only in the
home country. As a result, it is shown that: (a) When both interest rates are
nonrandom the Separation property holds even if currency futures markets
are missing. Namely, international borrowing can substitute for the missing
futures markets in our model and thus restore the Separation property, (b)
If the domestic interest rate is random then in the presence of currency fu-
tures and international borrowing the Separation property holds. Thus, once
again we see that allowing the firm to borrow abroad plays an important
role in achieving better conditions for production under multiple-sources of
uncertainty.

2 Effects of Exchange Rate Risk

Suppose that a horizontally integrated multinational firm produces in two
countries and sells only abroad. The firm has firm-specific advantages that
enable it to operate as a monopolist in the foreign country (see HELPMAN
(1984), CALDERON-ROSSELL (1985), ITAGAKI (1991)). The multinational
firm must choose the capital investments K and K* in the first period, or
the planning period, while the labor applied in each country, L and L*, is
determined at the outset of the second period, when production takes place
but before the exchange rate is known.3

Sales take place in the foreign country only, hence the realization of the
random exchange rate e.\ determines the total revenue in domestic currency.
All capital, domestic or foreign, is financed at home, so foreign capital ac-
quisitions constitute foreign direct investments.4 We assume perfect capital
markets, i.e., the multinational firm can either borrow or lend at the prevai-
ling interest rate. The firm is risk-averse and maximizes expected utility of

3An asterisk * indicates a foreign variable.
4Note that international borrowing is introduced in Section 6 only.



profits denominated in domestic currency. Denote by U its von Neumann-
Morgenstern utility function for income at each period and assume that
U' > 0, U" < 0. The firm is a price taker in the inputs markets and de-
note by w, w* and r,r* the corresponding wages and capital prices. The firm
has some monopoly power in the foreign market where it sells this product
and let R(X + X*) be the total revenue function where X, X* are the home
and foreign production levels. We assume that R is continously differentiable
and concave.

The production processes at home and abroad are described by

X = F(K,L) and X* = F*(K',L*).

We assume that the production functions exhibit constant returns to scale
(i.e., homogeneous of degree one), concave and satisfy FKL > 0,F^.L, > 0.
Let the exchange rate at t = 0 be e0 and at t = 1 it is a random variable e.\
with a known distribution. Currently this is the only source of uncertainty.
Denote by / the firm's initial wealth, with B the loans made by the firm, at
domestic banks, at date 0; i the domestic interest rate and 8 the subjective
time preference of the firm. The firm's incomes at dates 0 and 1 are given
by:

Wo = I-eor'K*-rK + B

W1 =

The firm chooses input levels and loan contracting by maximizing the sum
of expected utilities:

• Max(B,K.<K^L) [[/(Wo) + SEU{WX)\ . (1)

We assume throughout the paper that the distribution of e.\ the produc-
tion functions and the factor prices are such that the firm produces in both
countries. The comparison between certainty and uncertainty is done through



the so-called certainty equivalent case, namely, as the random spot exchange

rate ex is replaced by the expected exchange rate Et\ = ex. To compare the

firm's behavior under uncertain e.\ with the case where ei is the exchange

rate let us write the first order conditions for (1), which are necessary and

sufficient conditions for optimum due to the concavity of U.

U'(W0) - 6(1 + i)EU'{Wi) = 0 (2)

= 0 (3)

= 0 or ^ = w* (4)

BE
E(e1—-w)Uf(W1) = 0 (5)

^ ] = 0. (6)

From (6) and (3) we derive that

OR/dK* eor*
dR/dK ~ r '

From (2), (5) and (6) we obtain,

dR/dL w

dR/dK

(7)

(8)

However Cov(e-i, U'(W\)) < 0 since U' is a decreasing function hence equation

(5) implies that

eiff-«;>0. (9)
Also from (2) and (3) due to Cov(eu U'(W{)) < 0, we obtain

_ dR .,_ ., „
l + 0>0. (10)

But this also implies that

fin
+ « ) > 0 . (11)



Since R(-) as a function of K, L, K*, V is a concave function, conditions (4),
(9), (10) and (11) prove the following proposition:

Proposition 1. In the certainty equivalent case, i.e., when e~\ = Ee^ is fixed,
the firm uses more labor and capital in both countries compared to the random
e.\ case. Thus production declines in both countries as a result of uncertainty.

If multinational firms are risk-averse, then exchange rate uncertainty re-
duces foreign and home production when there are no risk sharing markets or
equivalent insurance devices. To reduce exchange rate risk, the multinational
firm "hedges" through less home and foreign investments thus lowering its
risk exposure.

3 Higher Exchange Rate Volatility

In this section we would like to study the effects of higher exchange
rate volatility on the firms' investments in both countries. We shall add
here some specific assumptions about the utility function to be made
only throughout this subsection.

Assumption (A.I): U'(x) is a strictly convex function and xU'(x) is strictly
concave.

Assumption (A.I) holds, for example, when U is a Cobb-Douglas or log-
arithmic utility or when it is a quadratic utility function.

Now we prove.

Proposition 2. Assume that (A.I) holds. If e'x is a mean preserving spread
(MPS) oft\, then the optimum production levels of the firm under the riskier
exchange rate e[ are lower in both countries, and all levels of inputs decline.

Proof. Let us consider the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimum,
i.e., equations (2)-(6). Let us keep B,K,K*,L,L* as in the optimum levels
for ex and replace the random variable in equations (2)-(6) by trie random



e[ (which is a MPS of ei). Since U' is strictly convex while xU'(x) is strictly

concave then

> ElTiWJk (12)

< EerU'iWr)^. (13)

Using (12) and (13) in the first-order conditions equations (where the opti-

mal inputs B,K, K*,L,L* remain unchanged) replacing e~i by e'x results in

equation (4) and

U'(WQ)-6(l + i)EU'(Wi) < 0 (14)

} < 0 (15)

E(e[^-w)U'(W{) < 0 (16)
an
^ ] < 0. (17)

Since the maximand in (1) is a strictly concave function of K, K*, L, L* and

since at the optimum under e[ we have equalities in (14)-(17), we derive that:

K' < K,K*' < K*,L' < L,L* < L*, where the prime denotes the optimum

under the random exchange rate e'v This proves the proposition. ||

As a reaction to a higher exchange rate volatility the risk-averse multi-

national firm reduces foreign and home production activities to deal with the

increase in uncertainty. Hence the introduction of hedging devices will have

real effects on this multinational firm's investments and production.

4 Currency Futures Markets

The finanical hedging instrument we shall introduce now is the curreny

futures contract. Note that when currency put and call options are available

it is equivalent to the futures market. Consider now the behavior of the

8



multinational firm when currency futures markets are available. Trie firm is
a price taker in the currency futures market where the futures price is ey for
one unit of currency at the end of period 1, if commitment is made in date
0. We assume that no payment is made as the firm undertakes the futures
contract at date 0, hence all transactions take place at the end of period 1.

Denote by Z the multinational firm's sale (or purchase) in the currency
futures market. In maximization (1) we have in this case,

Wx = [R(X + X*) - w*L*]ex -wL-(l+ i)B + Z(ef - et) (18)

where the firm chooses Z optimally as well. This adds to the first order
conditions (2)-(6) the following condition:

E(ef - ci)tf'(Wi) = 0. (19)

Using (2), (3) and (19) we derive that,

dR eor*(l +1)

-2-4 '-. (20)

(21)

dK* ef

Using (3), (6) and (19) we find that

d# _ r(l + i)
d~K~~e~f

But conditions (5) and (19) imply that

fL = ft (22)
Optimality conditions in this case require that the multinational firm sets the
value of the (foreign) marginal revenue of each factor equal to its factor rental
rate, where ef plays the role of the exchange rate. Thus the multinational
firm uses the forward market to reduce the uncertainty of the spot exchange
rate.



By examining (20), (21), (22) and (4) we find that the firm chooses in

this case its optimum levels of K,K*, L, L* regardless of its utility function

U and the distribution function of c~\.

Definition: We say that the Separation property holds if the production of

the firm in both countries is independent of its attitude towards risk and

independent of the exchange rate distribution function.

Now we prove that the Separation property holds in the presence of cur-

rency futures markets.

Proposit ion 3. When currency futures markets exist the multinational

firm's production levels are determined by equations (4), (20), (21) and (22),

hence its demand for inputs in each country (and hence its output) is indepen-

dent of its attitude towards risk and the distribution of the random exchange

rate.

The separation property implies that the optimum decisions regarding

trade (home production), foreign production and hedging decisions can

be economically devided. Risk related elements such as risk aversion and

exchange rate expectations affect only the level of hedging but not the quan-

tities of international investments and production.

Clearly, the optimal level of hedging can be computed from equation (19)

once we determine the optimal levels of inputs using equations (20), (21), (22)

and (4). We should also note that in the case of unbiased futures market,

i.e., when ef — Ee.\, the firm will hedge the exchange rate risk altogether.

Namely, when futures exchange rate price is unbiased W\ is nonrandom at

the optimum. This follows directly from equation (19) since,

(ey - EejEU^Wi) - Cov(eu U'(WX)) = 0.

Thus Cov(ex, U'(Wi)) = 0. But U' is a strictly decreasing function hence

W\ must be independent of the realization of ei at the optimum. Thus the

optimal hedge in this case is Z = R(X + X*) — w*L*.

10



5 Stochastic Interest Rate

Let us examine the impact of uncertainty about the interest rate on the

loan B. A potential change in interest rates is a risk faced by almost any

investor or firm in many small countries. Risky interest rates are observed

in many countries with highly volatile inflation rate. There are examples

where banks index the rate of interest to the consumer price index. We will

begin with a dicussion of several important implications of interest rate risk.

First we explore the effect of such unhedged risk on the separation result.

Second we analyze the implications of uncertainty about interest rate for

international investments and production levels of the multinational firm.

Throughout this discussion we shall assume that currency futures market

exist.

Let us rewrite the optimization problem (1) for the case where % is a

random variable with a given probability distribution,

Max{B>KtK.tLtL.tZ) [U(WO) + 6EU(Wij\ s.t. (23)

Wo = / - eor*K* -rK + B>0

Wx =

where the expectation is with respect to the joint distribution of (ei, i). Ne-

cessary and sufficient conditions for optimum are equations (3), (4), (5), (6),

(19) and

U'(W0) - 6E(\ + x)U\Wx) = 0. (24)

1. Separation property. It is easy to derive from equations (3)-(6), (19) and

(24) the following relationships:

dR • A dR w
—— =w and — = — (25)
dL* dL ef

 y
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dR eor*E(l + .,„ r : i , . _

d/2 _ rE(l T iju {wi) . .

dK EeJJ^Wx) '

Since, even in the case where i and e.\ are independent, Cov(i,U'(Wi)) ^
0 whenever B / 0 we cannot express £#> a nd | ^ as a function of
eor*,r,w,w*,ef only. This implies that the Separation property does not
hold if the firm borrows or lends at the optimum. Moreover, even if at the
optimum B = 0 but Cov(i,ei) ^ 0 the Separation property does not hold.

Proposition 4. Assume that the interest rate i is a random variable and
that a currency futures market exists. The Separation property does not hold
in this case.

The proof is a direct result of equations (25)-(27).

2. Foreign direct investments. Let us compare the optimum values of in-
puts, under stochastic interest rate i with the certainty equivalent case, i.e.,
for i = Ei. Denote by B,K,K*,L,L* and Z the solution for maximization
(23) and by B, K, K*, L, L*, Z the optimum levels for the certain interest rate
1 case. Let us assume that the firm borrows money during its investments
period, i.e., B > 0 and B > 0.

To simplify the proof of our results let us make the following technical
assumption regarding the total revenue function R and the production func-
tions F and F*.

Assumption (A.2): The following functions R(X + X*),X = F(K,L) and
X* = F'(K*,L*) satisfy:

'FKL(K,L) F*K.L.(K*,L*)\

K FKFL ' F*K.F*L. ) •

This assumption holds in many well-known cases if R satisfies certain
conditions. For example if F(K,L) and F*(K*,L*) are Cobb-Douglas pro-

12



duction functions then (A.2) holds if:

yR"(y) < 2

R'(y) ~ '

In the next Proposition we assume that (A.2) holds although it is a much
stronger assumption than what we need to prove this proposition.

Proposition 5. Assume that (A.2) holds and that a currency futures mar-
ket exists. Introducing uncertainty in the interest rate i and assuming that
Cov(i,ei) = 0 or Cov(i,e"i) < 0 results in a lower capital investments and
lower outputs in both countries. In particular,

K* <K*,K < K, L* < L* and L < L.

Hence Proposition 5 demonstrates that this nondiversifiable interest rate risk
affects the production level at home and abroad in the presence of currency
futures markets.

Proof. By our assumptions B > 0 hence for each fixed value of ei we have

Cov(i,U'(W\e1 = e))>0.

Hence, since R(X + X*) — w*L* > 0 and Cov(i, ex) < 0, we obtain that

Cov(i, U'(WX)) > 0. (28)

From equation (26) and (19) we obtain that

dR eor*[(l+!
dK* ~

Using (28) we derive,

w- > ̂ r1- (29)

Similarly from equations (27), (19) and assumption (A.2) we derive that

> ! ! ^ ± ^ - (30)

13



Now let us note that the optimal K*,K,L*,L (when the interest rate is
fixed at i = i) is a solution to equations (4), (20), (21) and (22), while
K*,K,L* and L solve equations (25) and inequalities (29) and (30). Since
R is strictly concave, F(K,L) and F*(K*, V) are concave in (K,L) and
(K*,L*) respectively we see that R as a function of K,L,K*,L* is strictly
concave. Moreover, we have assumed that FKL > 0 a nd F^.L. > 0 hence by
assumption (A.2) it can be verified that:

d2R , d2R
> 0 and n,r nr > 0dKdL dK*dL*

Now comparing equation (4), (20), (21), (22) with equation (25) and the
inequalities (29) and (30) implies that K* < K*, K < K, L < L and L* < L*.
This clearly proves that the output in each country declines as a result of the
randomness of i.\\

Corollary. Under the assumptions of Proposition 5 if Cov(i, ei) > 0 then
under some conditions all the inequalities in Proposition 5 might be reversed.
Namely, when the correlation between i and ex is sufficiently high we may
observe higher investments and higher production in both countries as the
variance of i increases (keeping the mean constant).

Proof. This corollary can be proved as in the case of Proposition 5. Howe-
ver under certain conditions, and assuming Cov(i,ii) > 0, we obtain that
Cov(i, U'(W\)) < 0. This results in reversing the inequalities in (29) and (30)
which implies, together with (25) that K* > K*,K > K,L> L,L* > L\\\

6 International Borrowing

Assume now that international borrowing is possible and let us examine
the existence of the Separation property under three different circumstances.
Let us denote by B* the loan made by this firm at the importing country
and by i* the interest rate there.

14



1. Certain interest rates without currency futures market. Consider first the
solution for the optimal production and borrowing at the home and foreign
capital markets when no futures market exists. Rewriting the wealth levels
for the case where the domestic interest rate is certain and Z = 0 we obtain,

Wo = I-eor*IC~-rK + B + eoB*

X*)-w*L*-(l+i^B^

Maximizing with respect to B*,B,K, K*,L*,L the necessary and sufficient
conditions for problem (1) are

e0U'(W0) - 8E(\ +

and the equations (3)-(6).

Proposition 6. In the absence of currency futures market (and certain inter-
est rates) the Separation property holds if international borrowing is available.

In many small countries currency futures markets do not exist. Therefore,
allowing exporting firms in these countries to borrow in the foreign markets
constitute a substitute for the missing currency futures. Thus providing them
with a hedging device which reduces the exchange rate risk and promote
international trade.

Proof. From equation (31) we obtain

f ^ - (32)
From equation (3) and (32) we get

n- (33)

Furthermore equations (6), (5) and (32) yields equation (4) and

dR r(l+i*)
(34)

dK e0

dR w(\ + i*)
TL = t|i?i)- . (35)

15



Conditions (33)-(35) and (4) prove Proposition 6.||

This observation, that without futures markets the possibility to borrow
on international capital markets (with nonrandom interest rates) leads to the
Separation property, is interesting. As one can see such a financial instrument
plays the role of "currency futures market" due to the fixed interest rate in
the international market and the revenue are in foreign currency.

2. Random interest rate without currency futures markets. Assume that
international borrowing is available and that i is a random variable. We take
i* to be nonrandom. Therefore, incomes in the two periods are defined as
follows

WQ = I-eor*K*-rK-rB

Wx =

In this case we obtain from (31)

f ^ - (36)
However equation (2) now reduces to (24).

With these Wo and Wx equations (3), (4), (5) and (24) hold as well. Therefore
we obtain

dR _ wS(l + ?)EU\Wx)
dL ~ e0U'(W0)

which cannot be expressed independently of EU'{W\) since futures markets
are missing (hence equation (19) is not available). Thus the Separation pro-
perty does not hold in this case.

3. Random domestic interest rate with futures. Consider the above analysis
when currency futures market exists.

Proposition 7. Assume that the domestic interest rate is random and that
currency futures market exists. If international borrowing is available (at
nonrandom rate) the Separation property holds.

16



Proof. Let us rewrite Wj for this case,

Wx = [R(X + X')-w'L*-(l+?)B']ex-wL-(l + i)B + Z(ef-ex). (37)

In this case equation (19) is added hence

-ejEU'iWJ = EhU'(W,) = ej^^- (38)

Therefore,

(40)

From (24), (27) and (37), we obtain

dR _ r ( l+t*)
d~K~ e0

Similarly from (26), (27) and (37) we obtain

= ^(1+O- (41)

Thus the Separation property holds in the case where i is random, given that
currency futures market exists and international borrowing is an available
option. ||

Proposition 7 follows from the fact the international borrowing at a cer-
tain rate of interest creates in fact a hedging device against the risky domestic
interest rate due to the existence of currency futures market.

7 Concluding Remarks

The two-period framework of this paper has given rise to some inter-
esting insights when exchange rate, as well as interest rate in some cases,
are stochastic. We observed that international borrowing guarantees the Se-
paration property if currency futures markets are absent (and the.interest

17



rate is nonrandom). Thus in small countries where currency futures are not

available allowing firms to borrow abroad may be a useful tool to reduce

exchange rate risks. As we have noted currency futures market does not gua-

rantee the Separation result if the interest rate is random. However, this is

not the case if we allow the firm to borrow at the importing country (where

it produces part of its output as well).

How rigorous are these results? We believe that these observations hold

in a much more general framework. Particularly one can show that the same

results hold for exporting competitive firms producing in the home country

only. We do not study the case where interest rates in both countries may be

random or the effect of such source of uncertainty on the currency hedging

behavior of the firm. However, this paper extends many of the results in the

literature dealing with firms facing price uncertainty and optimal hedging in

currency or commodity futures markets.
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